USE CASES

DISPLAY A MESSAGE ON THE SITE

1. Add new rule
2. Name *
   In Store Pick Up Ready Time
3. React on event *
4. Save
5. Edit
6. Conditions
   - ELEMENTS
     - None
     - + Add condition
9. Save

- Order has only these product classes
- Order has a shipping quote from a particular method
- Order has a store pickup from a particular outlet
APPLY A COUPON AUTOMATICALLY

1. + Add new rule
2. Name: Automatic $10 Off $25 or more
3. React on event: Coupon
4. Save
5. Custom

- Check for automatic discounts.
Add new rule

Name
Event Create Redirect

Restrict by type
- None -
- ABA Product
- Blog entry
- Book page
- Event

Actions
- ELEMENTS
  - None
  + Add action

Select the action to add
Add a variable

Coupon
Apply a coupon to the current order.
- Authorize a user to use a coupon.
- Send an email regarding a coupon.

Mode
Choose the way this coupon should be applied:
- Value
  - Apply this coupon normally. It will add the coupon code to the cart.
  - Apply this coupon as an automatic discount

Provided variables
Adjust the names and labels

Coupon
Variable label *
Coupon

Variable name *
coupon
The variable name must be unique.
CONDITIONS FOR SHIPPING QUOTES

Shipping method title *
Free Ground Shipping
The name shown to administrators distinguishes this method.

Line item label *
FREE Ground Shipping (7-14 days)
The name shown to the customer when they view their order.

Base price *
$0.00
The starting price for shipping costs.

Default product shipping rate *
$0.00
Additional shipping cost per product in a cart.

Submit
Now that you have created your shipping option you need to add the condition to only allow it to appear only when the condition is met.

1. **Free Ground Shipping** $0.00 + $0.00 per item
2. **Add condition**
3. **Select the condition to add**
   - **Data comparison**
   - **Check an order's total**
     - Check if an order can be shipped
     - Check if an order has a coupon applied
4. **ORDER TOTAL VALUE**
   - **Value**
     - 50.00
5. **ORDER TOTAL COMPARISON TYPE**
   - **Value**
     - Total is greater than or equal to specified value.
6. **Negate**
   - If checked, the condition result is negated such that it reverses the condition
7. **Save**

**CONDITIONS FOR PAYMENT METHODS**
1. Pay at Store

2. Add condition

3. Select the condition to add
   - Data comparison
   - Order: Product
     - Check an order's number of products
     - Check an order's product classes

4. Product Classes
   - Value *
     - ABA Product
     - Event Ticket
     - Gift Card
     - Membership

5. Negate
   - If checked, the condition

6. Save